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VIDEO: Flight 77: Evidence suggests that a Plane
did not hit the Pentagon
David von Kleist Interviewed on the Glen Beck Show

By Global Research
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CNN 5 November 2006

Region: USA
Theme: Terrorism

TO WATCH THE VIDEO CLICK HERE

“911 – In Plane Site,” the most controversial video documentary ever produced about 9/11,
aired on Australia’s  “TEN” television network in  May 2006.  For  one and a half  hours,
hundreds of thousands of Australians were mesmerized and shocked by images of the 9/11
attacks that to this day had never been seen by the public. It is reported that the network
has received more response from the airing of “911 In Plane Site” than in recent history.”
www.911inplanesite.com

Network executives are scrambling to meet the demands of callers that jammed the phone
lines and requested a re-airing of the documentary. According to a network programming
spokesperson, the overwhelming majority of calls were positive and viewers thanked the
network for airing the program.
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